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ABSTRACT

This project work is on the design and construction of automatic water level control system, normally used in residential apartment and industries for control of water level in the reservoir so as to avoid water being overflowing and dry off from the reservoir.

The design of the highest and the lowest preset level in the reservoir was achieved by Quad -2-input NAND gate which serves as detector of the two predetermined level. The circuit operates with a 9V d.c (rectified voltage) supply.

The buzzer incorporated is to come on when the water level in the reservoir or tank gets a little bit below lowest preset (point e on the probe) level and goes off when water gets back to the point e while pumping of water still continue. But continuous alarming of the buzzer for a very long time than expected means that water has gone below the inlet pipe to the pumping machine from well or borehole, the system should be switch off to prevent the pumping machine from being damaged.
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